
VIRTUAL SESSIONS TIMETABLE  

 

 

SESSION SUMMARY 

MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY SUNDAY

MORNINGS
7.15AM 

MOBILITY  
SESSION

7.15AM 
MOBILITY 
 SESSION

7.15AM 
LADIES 

CONDITIONING

7.15AM 
MOBILITY 
 SESSION

7.15AM 
MOBILITY 
 SESSION

9AM* 
MOBILITY 
 SESSION 

9.30AM 
SWEATY SATURDAY

9AM* 
PILATES

EVENINGS
5.30PM / 6.30PM 

LADIES 
CONDITIONING

5.30PM / 6.30PM 
PILATES 

5.30PM/ 6.30PM 
LADIES 

CONDITIONING

LADIES CONDITIONING SWEATY SATURDAY MOBILIY SESSIONS PILATES ALL SESSIONS

virtual sessions are resistance based 
fitness sessions using body weight or some 

household items as a weight. Usual 
equipment consists of a dining chair, a 

cushion, a mat / rug / carpet for comfort, 
a broom, some hand weights (dumbbells if 

have but many use alternatives - filled 
milk cartoons, filled water bottles or 

tinned foods). There is also opportunity in 
some sessions to use a singular heavier 
weight such as a kettlebell which some 

use a heavy object like a doorstop. 

NO SPECIFIC EQUIPMENT IS NEEDED. ANY 
EQUIPMENT YOU DO HAVE CAN BE USED TO 

PROGRESS THE SESSIONS ACCORDING TO LEVEL. 

sweaty saturday sessions are 
still conditioning sessions 

but are more about getting 
your heart rate up and 

recovering. Interval type 
training mainly with body 
weight only. Prepare to 

sweat!

mobility sessions are a 
combination of movement/ 
mobility, pilates and yoga 

exercises to increase mobility, 
range of movement, stiffness 

and flexibility - as well as 
injury prevention. These work 
great in the morning as it is a 

short stretching kind of 
session to set you up for the 
day - improving motivation, 
mindset and mental health. 
No equipment is needed for 

mobility sessions although we 
do sometimes use a broom 

(preferably without the head 
but not essential) and a foam 
roller for a couple of mins to 

warm up but again its not 
essential. Sessions may be 

mixed sex

pilates is a mat based session for 
strength and mobility 

concentraing on core related 
exercise and movement. Pilates 
are a great way to counteract 

aches and pains from our sitting 
life. The sessions teach 

techniques to help with posture 
and pain and will help improve 
physical performance. A Great 
compliment to all fitness plan - 

helping you get the most from all 
exercise. Sessions are are taken 

by myself - Rebecca Watts 
(personal trainer and pilates 
instructor). Sessions may be 

mixed sex.

VIRTUAL SESSIONS  - ONLINE 
ALL SESSIONS ARE RELAXED, INFORMAL 

AND NOT AT ALL INTIMIDATING 
I (REBECCA) DO ALL THE SESSIONS 

WITH YOU AND IM OFTEN CLUMSY AND 
TALKATIVE WITH APPEARANCES FROM A 

NEEDY DOG ALL ADDING TO THE 
SESSIONS INFORMAL ATMOSPHERE.  

THE SESSIONS ARE TOUGH BUT FUN 
AND CAN BE ADJUSTED ACCORDING  

TO LEVEL / ABILITY 

On occasions live sessions may be 
supplemented with recorded session 
 (due to holidays / injury / illness) 

 

VIRTUAL 
SESSIONS -
£20 FOR 4

MONTHLY UNLIMITED
PRICES PER MONTH

ALL SESSONS -  £40
FITNESS / COND - £30 

MOBILITY - £20

Session times in blue are recorded sessions with an initial live 
introduction / welcome. Sessions in blue with a * are recorded sessions 
screened through the live zoom whilst instructor undertakes with you. 


